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Students Prepare for Mentoring Extraordinary Program 
in the Rich Coast that Columbus Named Costa Rica

With the opening of Cuba, we really wanted to make that the Extraordinary Program 
for this year. Unfortunately, the flights to Cuba will not start until Fall and the additional 
expenditures for the last $800 to go the last 90 miles pushed that particular trip out of our 
financial reach. The best we could arrange was more than $3000 per person. We felt that to 
ask parents for an 
additional $1500 for 
the travel expense 
was unreasonable. 
After searching 
through a variety of 
other options, we 
decided that the 
western part of 
Costa Rica offered 
us the opportunity to 
make a solid 
educational trip, that 
includes aspects of a 
vital country and its 
culture which are not 
normally available to 
visitors. For 
example, we will be 
working with a group that captures sea turtles, identifies those in need of hospitalization, 
tags, weighs and measures them, and returns them to the sea (see the itinerary).

The trip will be during the established schedule for Extraordinary Programs, Monday, 
April 4th through Wednesday, April 13th. The following is the website URL that will lead to 
information about the trip, i.e. itinerary, flight schedule, health advice, etc. 

Finances
The travel deposit which was paid last Fall when your student enrolled for this year at 

Mentoring Academy is used to defray most of the cost of travel for the year.  The combination 
of Fall Retreat, Mount Wilson Observatory and End of Year Retreat consume nearly $900 
dollars in expenses for each student.  The $1100 dollars remaining does not fund the Costa 
Rica Program. We are firmly convinced the Extraordinary Programs are essential to our 
curriculum and as a result, we partially fund them from our general tuition budget: 
approximately $600 per student.

Even with the general fund contribution, we need to bill each family $600 per student 
to fund the Costa Rica Extraordinary Program.  We prefer to have the travel deposit fund all 
of the travel needs and therefore, we have raised the travel deposit for the 2016-17 
Academic Year to $3000. If the additional travel cost of $600 poses a problem, please email 
us and we can find a solution.
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Very Important MAPs Meeting and “Paper Party” 
On Thursday, March 10th at 7pm, all parents are requested to 

attend the MAPs Meeting and “Paper Party”, where we will go over the 
essentials to prepare for the Extraordinary Program to Costa Rica and 
have all legal documents notarized. If these documents 
are not notarized, students will be unable to attend the 
trip. These documents can be found on the website. 
Please read them carefully and come to the meeting with 
the paperwork filled out.  We will also ask you to 
complete additional forms distributed at the meeting. 
Some forms require signatures of all responsible parents.  
Mentoring Academy will have a notary at this meeting to 
witness signatures where notarization is required. 
Passports should be brought to the meeting as they will 
be collected for the trip.

The Notary will need to record a current form of government 
issued identification, driver’s license, passport of all people signing 
documents.  If you are unable to make the event, please email us at 
admin@mentoringacademy.org so we make sure you have access to all 
information and can complete the needed legal steps.

Rourke Healey Joins Mentoring Academy Staff in Math
As you all are aware, Kabirdas Henry who was a very 

effective mentor during the Fall term, has returned to Utrecht 
University in the Netherlands. He will return for the summer to 
teach math. To replace him for the remainder of the Spring, we 
have hired Rourke Healey who earned his BA from Occidental 
College and has spent a lot of time working as an independent 
mathematics tutor. In his short time as a mentor, he has 
become a wonderful presence in the Mentoring community. 
Welcome aboard, Rourke! 

Mentoring Academy to Attend Berkeley Rep: 
Aubergine 

On Thursday, March 10th, we will attend the 
Berkeley Rep play, Aubergine, directed by Tony Taccone 
and written by Julia Cho. Students, please remember to 
bring your lunch to school  because you will not have 
time to purchase a lunch during the day. To find out more 
information about the play, please visit http://
www.berkeleyrep.org/season/. 1516/9312.asp
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